
Video: Tucker Carlson Slams Hospitals “Performing Horrifying Experiments On
Children”

Description

USA: Schools in California are teaching children that there are not just two genders, but that 
there are eight or nine, according to a report highlighting the claims made in a textbook.

Fox News reports that the textbook titled “Comprehensive Health Skills for High School,” which also
makes reference to ten sexual preferences, was ordered by the Newport-Mesa Unified School District.

The different ‘genders’ that the book lists include agender, androgynous, bigender, cisgender, gender
fluid, gender non-conforming and gender questioning.

The book also lists sexual preferences as hetero, homo, and bisexual as well as androsexual,
polysexual, skoliosexual, demisexual, pansexual, gynesexual, and asexual.
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Responding to the findings, one mother of a child in the district, who is also a credentialed school
psychologist, charged that the education system with sexualizing children.

“We are placing them in a situation where they think that this is safe, that this is healthy, this is how we
show love,” Alicia Beget said, adding “And so they are being exploited by very evil people.”

“This is part of a larger agenda that those at the very top are well aware of what they’re doing,” she
further asserted.

The report also notes that the same school district uses the so called ‘genderbread person’ project to
push transgender ‘education’ on children.

The same school district also made headlines last year when a teacher posted a TikTok video
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admitting that she encouraged children to pledge allegiance to a gay pride flag after she removed the
American flag from her classroom.

Newport-Mesa Unified School District responded to the report, stating “We follow the state-adopted
standards for health education, which includes sexual health. We use a state-approved health
curriculum with select modules, taught by credentialed teachers.”

The statement continued, “Parents can opt out their child from participating in comprehensive sex
education. Parents also have the ability to review all curriculum taught in our schools so that they can
be well-informed and make the best decisions for their child. We understand that there are varying
viewpoints and beliefs and we follow California State Standards for curriculum, while also supporting
parent choice.”

by Steve Watson
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